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5.   MATTERS ARISING 
 
The Governance Director advised that there was a report on health and safety on the 
agenda and a report on estates.   
 

6.   MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTS & HALF YEAR FORECAST   
 
The committee considered the management accounts for the 6 months to 31 January 
2021. The consolidated 6-month management accounts for the College Group, 

 
 

  The positive variance was 
largely attributable to staff cost savings, against the budgeted provision for 
sickness/maternity cover and employer pension costs. Also, overhead savings had 
resulted from the lockdown of the College due to Covid-19.  

  
  

 
The forecast outturn for year ending 31 July 2021 for the group was £359k which 
compared to a budgeted surplus of £133k.  

 
 

 The 
projected cash flow for the remainder of 2020/21 indicated that the Group would remain 
solvent and could continue to trade. The Government’s financial health-score for the 
consolidated Group continued to be assessed as ‘Requires Improvement’ for the year 
ending 31 July 2021. It was noted that the Group and the College were predicted to 
meet all the bank’s covenant tests based on the forecast. 
 
Governors asked about cashflow and asked how comfortable the College was that 
when the positive effect of the extra cash received this year had worked through, that 
the College would still be in a good cash position. The CFO advised the cash forecast 
went beyond 12 months and after all the cash receipts had worked through, he was 
comfortable that the college cash flow would still be positive.  

 
 

The committee also discussed the impact of the financial health rating and the 
Principal advised that it had less of a detrimental effect in terms of public perception 
than the College’s Ofsted rating.  
 
Governors commented that in relation to cash balances there was a general trend that 
cashflow seemed to be down and asked whether there was an underlying trend that 
needed to be considered.  
 
10.57 Mr Shore left the meeting and it remained quorate. 
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Governors asked about action 9 and 10 and questioned why it was assumed the 
College would make those savings in the next year. Governors asked about the level 
of confidence in achieving these savings. The Head of Finance advised Covid had 
made an impact and that it was difficult to make the savings this year as the contracts 
were for this year. He added that once the College move on from the conditional capital 
funding applications it should be able to make good savings through the use of Tenet.   
 
Governors enquired further about the 21/22 projection and the two 2 items that would 
cause most of the half a million gap, commenting that there needed to be some sort of 
response to fill the gap and that if the College were not going to achieve this aspect of 
the recovery plan it would need to make sure that income compensates for this. 
Governors explained they were making an observation and not asking for a solution 
now. Governors also raised two concerns:  

1. The College had used the more desirable items from its contingencies and there 
was not much left except for unpaid holidays. How confident was the College 
that it could still meet the forecast considering this?  

2. How could Governors be sure that the lack of savings which happened this time 
was not a fundamental issue?  

 
The CFO advised that the accounts represented one month into the financial recovery 
plan (FRP) and advised of the position in relation action 1 and the savings that had 
been made already.  

 
 

 The CFO added that it was recognized that the 
College will need to do a lot more, but it had made good progress so far.  
 
Governors asked for assurance that at this time the College was not seeing anything 
that would undermine or be a fundamental change in what the College was striving for. 
The CFO gave this assurance. The Principal added that he felt curriculum planning 
would have an impact on savings as it was anticipated that the College has an 
oversupply of staff. The Head of Finance advised he was certain that the College could 
achieve this year’s forecast subject to the AEB claw back.  The Principal advised that 
this was a risk because of Covid-19 and the lockdown and the sector was still waiting 
to see if there would be any lowering of the tolerance level.  
 
In relation to the forecast for April 2022 and the monthly low point, it was noted that the 

 was now to be included as well as some bursaries which would result 
in a minimum low point of half a million pounds.  
 

7.   KPI DASHBOARD financial recovery plan  
 
The CFO spoke to his report and highlighted the two items showing as red and the one 
item showing as amber which were explained as follows: 

• RED RATING 
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Increase average class size to 16 – 13.8 was achieved at Q2 and was 
attributable to the fact that student recruitment was below target. The target of 
16 would not be achieved and 13.8 is also lower than the 2020 outturn of 14.7. 
 
Each curriculum area to have a contribution of 50% or above – Q1 performance 
registered a contribution of 44% compared with a Q1 target of 47%. The position 
has improved to 45% but was still short of target. Given the impact of COVID 
and the lockdown on adult recruitment, this position was not expected to improve 
in 2021. As the majority of the FRP actions will crystalise in financial year 2022, 
the position will improve and there is an expectation that the 50% target will be 
achieved. 
 

• AMBER RATING 

Improve staff utilisation to 97% - the position at the end of Q2 was 92.8% and 
improvement from 89.82% as at Q1 target. The College expects to achieve the 
2021 target of 95%, which means it would be on track to meet 97% in 2022. 
 

Governors asked about the analysis of contribution from curriculum areas and 
commented that there were two areas that stood out and suggested this was something 
to explore. The CFO advised A levels were having a negative impact but the College 
would not be continuing with these into the next academic year. In relation to foundation 
learning, it was explained that this was mainly because some grant money had not been 
applied to this area. The CFO confirmed that he would look at this for the next meeting. 
Action CFO  
 
11.46 Mr Sanderson left the meeting and it remained quorate. 
 
11.49 Mr Sullivan and Mrs Callaghan joined the meeting.  
 

8.  HR REPORT 
 
The Director of HR spoke to his report the purpose of which was to provide an update 
of key staffing data for the period August 2020 to January 2021. The following was 
highlighted: 
 

• Staff turnover was currently down on the same period in the previous 
year.  

 
• Sickness absence was above the target of 3.5%, but below level for the 

same period in the previous year. 
 

• Short-term absence was currently 1.24% and long-term absence 2.99% 
 

The figures included Covid-19 related absences where an individual had tested positive 
and was too ill to undertake work. At the time of writing the report there had been 32 
sickness absences due to COVID-19 since August 20.   
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The committee were updated on the further measures that had been put in place since 
the Government had announced that schools and colleges would return from the 8 
March 2021. The following statistics were noted: 

 
Instances of staff having to self-isolate (3/8/20 to 22/2/20) 353 
Staff tested positive       49 
 

The committee were advised that the wearing of face masks by students was now much 
more consistent. The committee were also updated regarding the Covid-19 testing and 
the Health and Safety governor had earlier in the meeting commended both Mr Sullivan 
and the estates team and Mrs Callaghan and the events team for their work in dealing 
with all the logistical arrangements for Covid-19 testing. The committee expressed their 
thanks.  
 
The committee was also updated on the redundancy programme. 
 

8a Annual review of Modern Slavery Statement for recommendation to the 
Governing Board  
 
The committee noted that over the last year there had been no amendments to the 
legislation and the College statement remained valid. It was  
 
Resolved to recommend the Modern Slavery Statement to the Board for approval.  
 

9  HEALTH AND SAFETY REPORT  
 
Mr Sullivan, the College’s lead on health and safety, spoke to his report which detailed 
health and safety matters at the College for the Autumn term 2020; September – 
December 2020. The committee were advised that there was nothing of significance to 
be reported and that there had been a downward trend in accidents, incidents and near 
misses, however it was noted that this could be because of the pandemic and lower 
numbers of students and staff on site. It was noted that there was nothing in the report 
which required intervention.  
 
Governors asked whether there were any signs that Covid-19 and the regulations 
because of this would become part of incidents or near misses in the near future. Mr 
Sullivan advised that the College has many robust measures in place and he did not 
envisage seeing any impact.  
 
12.07 Mr Sullivan left the meeting.  
 

10 COMMERCIAL UPDATE REPORT 
 
The Director of Marketing spoke to her report which provided an update on commercial 
outlets, full cost curriculum enrolments and other commercial partnerships and activities 
the College is currently engaged with. The pandemic was noted to have had a 
significant impact on commercial and full cost curriculum delivery, along with lower than 








